
















Other Functions

1.Support several languages (simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, English,

Japanese, Korea, French)

2.Support several input languages (Chinese, English, Korean)

3.Brand-new design, easy to understand

4.Support several PC backup

5.Support LTP&HTP, available to offer ways for switching between LTP & HTP

6.Support  CITP available  to  preview  the  media  sever  video

7.Support MIDI/LTC (SMPTE) music time code, for the convenience of

synchronizing recording and triggering

8.Support IOS/ANDROID system

9.Powerful and vivid 3D stage animating effect, easy for off-line programming

10.Powerful layout, several operation modes are available

11.Support several network protocol: Artnet, ACN, etc

12.Support several users to operate, each user's permission can be set.

13.Support  RDM  remote control  on  the  fixture

14.Built in  media  player clear  and  smooth  play
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Note: The remark of “Only adapted in the area that is below the altitude height of

2000m” or similar warning remarks should be pasted in the obvious place on the

equipment which can only be used under the altitude height of 2000m, such as the

following:
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Brief introduction

1.Connect the lighting console to the power and switch on the power. Press SETUP
button on the operation panel after 3 screens are on normal display, then the user can
operate the console, such as setup, detecting the hardware, correcting the screen,
etc.

2.Concept: User interface

The tekmand D's  touch screens offer powerful operation interface for the user. The

little screens displayed on the controller can show more info. The user can click

these little screens to realize different functions. The user defined zone allows the

user to manage the windows by themselves.

3.Concept: executor

The executor is used to control and executed stored contents. On most cases, most

executors are used to connect to sequences and work as a replay tool.

The executor can be also used to allocate others, like micro, cue, etc.
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1. The user should read the user manual before operation.

2. The ambient temperature should not exceed 40 ° when using the console. Avoid to use it

under the humid or dusty environment.

3. Store it in the clean and dry environment. Keep the power cable in good condition and do

not let the power cable crack.

4. Pay attention to heat dissipation after operation for a long time.

5.This manual just offers the basic info. For any other questions, please refer to

.www.fineart-light.com

1.Press the TOOLs button and a login window will pop up. Then enter user
name and password.

Note:




